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About This Game

Tommy Tronic - an old-skool platformer that isn't trying to be anything else! Jumping, shooting, dodging and exploring is all
that's required to help get Tommy to his destination and free his tiny puppy from the clutches of an insane genius school-kid and

his brutal sidekick 'Biffa'. It would be straight forward too, if it wasn't for the fact that this journey will take Tommy through
Gnarly wood; a twisted and eerie forest that adults avoid let alone tiny children! Imagination runs amok as Tommy confronts his

childish fears head on, all in a bid to be reunited with his beloved pal 'Yapz'!

Key features:

Colorful cartoony 3D graphics and smoothly animated 3D characters.
Simple controls & game-play with non-linear level designs.
Secrets & bonuses!
 Amusing plot that is suitable for children or adults.
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This game is really similar kind of dmc stylish actions, movements & etc. There's some correlation with information
security/cyber security+AI and some of the game story lines. Well, this game can do with combos and some analyse of the
system mechanics. The speed of the gameplay can be real quick if you are a hardcore pro gamer, (Become like turbo speed).
The musics are not bad at all. The art was impressive by it looks. Keep it up of this game!. Surprisingly a quite pleasant spin-off
that can give you a little bit of casual entertainment, although it's not a game that really stands out. This is quite literally just
some 2D golf with a few small extra twists. It was moderately fun for a while.. Quite something. 10/10. Great variety of practice
options! Everyone is able to enjoy topics from addition, all the way to calculus based electromagnetic physics! Very fun!!!!!. I
would recommend this novel without hesitation, but I wouldn't HIGHLY recommend it. Since it's the first part of 4, and who
knows when the next part will be translated, the "true" ending is...yeesh. A bit painful. Furthermore, all of the characters are
absolutely AWESOME, but the many characters you can't date are far MORE awesome, AND you interact FAR MORE with
them than the 2 actual love interests! Like, there's nothing wrong with Rikka and Mayuri, I like 'em, but who would date them if
you could date Erika, Yatsuhiro, Ichigo or Ringo!? Probably only like 5 people. The trouble is, 2 of those characters are the
protagonists in subsequent games, and it's all one storyline...

To summarize, Erika number one best girl, why cannot date?. Was a fun game, it was a lot shorter than i expected but still a
good game to play.. Just all around not a good game. I bought it on sale for $2.50 a long time ago. Wish I could give it back and
the few hours I spent on it. If you want this type of shooter, wait for Battlefield 3 or get Bad Company 2. Shame on you
Frontlines for being so bad.. Great game for the right person. I think this is a very well done tactical turn based game
irregardless of time period. If you like tactical turn based games this is programmed very tight with few if any bugs.

I like this one a lot. My issues with it:
1. Graphically nice, however I find the background distracting. Use the tactical view for unhindered mayhem. (T key). They
should give you multiple backgrounds to play with \/ in.
2. Ony two campaigns, yes and one is a tutorial campaign that is very thourough and well done. That being said, humans are the
best to play against.
3. No editor. But you can customize some maps with options you select, however it is limited.
4. Sounds. Nice if you could change the music, not a big deal though.

Again, I think it's a great game and my issues are minor compared to what the game accomplishes. I enjoy it very much..
Terrible graphics, I couldn't get them to work at all. Got stuck on just a black screen.
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I'm reposting this review because for some reason my last review had the "received for free" box checked. I didn't receive this
for free, it was purchased full price.

I digress.

I'll keep this short. Very fun, feels old school, very funny and witty with an overall tone of comedic style that I enjoyed. The
artstyle is very wonderful - I even found myself admiring the dragon! Very well done.

I'm extremely curious as to why this game hasn't been blown away with reviews on youtube and whatnot and I think it deserves
its fifteen minutes of fame!. I really like every game from NukGames, they are very nice.. I love it! The game controls, although
awkward at first, are unique and easy once you know what you're doing. It could have been a good game, but the levels where
the pattern disapears are just stupid. It's too hard to draw precisely and it's boring to retry again and again.. Gems of War is
addicting. I try and play everyday. I sometimes lose track of time when playing. Try it you'll like it. What have you got to lose its
free to play.. One of the best VR multiplayer games available. The "climbey" like motion is the best in an VR environment,
coupled with and wide range of power ups and weapons by a rpg gamestyle mechanic.
That chaotic feeling of finding and activating the right card in slow motion over a a cliff edge when you have a player swinging
at you with 2 miniguns is immensely entertaining!
9\/10!
10\/10 when we have a more players actually playing it.. Music in this game is awesome!. For those who don't realise, this
game is being developed by the dev of Vertigo

Hot damn,  this game.
I am not usually one to write reviewsfor games - I actually couldn't tell you the last time I did it, or the game I did it for without
going and checking now. But holy hell. This game is already among my favourite Vive games. The freedom it gives is
astounding and the movement system is fantastic. I don't get any kind of motion sickness at all (Though, to be fair, I'm yet to
have a game give me any kind of nausea).

Honestly, even if you only have a spare 10 minutes to have a little play around, I can assure you this free little gem is 100%
worth your time. Can't wait to see where it leads.

Thanks, Devs! Keep up the good work!. So I played Tales of Escape for free because I really wanted an online VR escape room.
First one was alright and then I heard this was a good add-on. Bought it and it well beat my expectation. It is a long 100 minute
multi room puzzle that really gets you thinking and sets the mood. Great with playing with others. Totally worth the purchase.
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